Abstract., The cooperative diversity technology in code division multiple access system is studied in this paper. Some mobile terminals relay signals for each other so as to achieve the spatial diversity gain. The cooperative scheme in the mobile terminal is discussed. The uplink system model, as well as the receiving structure is given. The performance advantage of such system is clearly indicated through computer simulation.
. A cooperative CDMA cell with K cooperative mobile terminals and one base station As we know, every each mobile terminal can acquire the spread-spectrum sequence for each other from the base station. Here, we begin with only one group consisting of K members and each member has stored K MACs from the beginning of cooperation. Other cases of many groups in a cell with either equal or different number of members in a group can be studied in further work. Also, we don't take such situation into account that any cooperative mobile terminal is working irregularly, no matter because of power cutting, interrupt or breakdown. The allocation scheme of time slots (TSs) in such cooperative uplink system is shown in Fig. 2 . During the first K time slots, each mobile terminal transmits its data successively, e.g., No. k mobile terminal (named MT k) sends at No. k time slot (named TS k). Meanwhile, the other K-1 mobile terminals and the base station are receiving such data. Then it is followed by K-1 relay time slots, in which each one mobile terminal transmit data of the others by a given order. As shown in Fig. 2 , the data of the first mobile terminal is transmitted by MT K in TS K+1, by MT K-1 in TS K+2, up to by MT 2 in TS 2K-1. Although there are more time slots than systems without cooperation, the communication efficiency is not reduced obviously in general according to the fact that a lot of mobile terminals have spare time in many kinds of business or even they are in standby mode. The corresponding uplink system model of base station is given in Fig. 4 , where ( ) r t is the received signal and n j r is the despread symbol for MT n using MAC n c during TS j. 
Performance Simulation
In the simulation, both system with cooperation (K>1) and system without cooperation (K=1) are considered. The spread factor is 16 and modulation type is QPSK. The channel model is ITU-VA 120 km/h. The base station knows the channel state information (CSI) but the mobile terminals don't. The bit error rate (BER) performance is shown in Fig. 5 . The diversity gain is obvious and almost linear to K when K is not very large. 
Summary
By applying cooperative diversity technology to existing CDMA spread-spectrum system, the system performance and capacity can be much better. As the number of cooperative users increases, the diversity gain increases too. Our numerical simulation reveals that the cooperative scheme is able to extract the full distributed spatial diversity in the uplink communication. Of course, there is trade-off between the diversity gain and the loss of other wireless resource such as time and power resources because they are wasted to relay the signal from the source node to the destination node. Therefore, it is noteworthy that the number of cooperative users is well chosen.
